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Robert B. Parker's The Hangman's Sonnet Aug
07 2020 Jesse Stone, still reeling from the
murder of his fiancée by crazed assassin Mr
Peepers, must keep his emotions in check long
enough to get through the wedding day of his
loyal protégé, Suitcase Simpson. The morning
of the wedding, Jesse learns that a gala 75th
birthday party is to be held for folk singer Terry
Jester. Jester, once the equal of Bob Dylan, has
spent the last forty years in seclusion after the
mysterious disappearance of the master
recording tape of his magnum opus, The
Hangman's Sonnet. That same morning, an
elderly Paradise woman dies while her house is
being ransacked. What are the thieves looking
for? And what's the connection to Terry Jester
and the mysterious missing tape? Jesse's
investigation is hampered by hostile politicians
and a growing trail of blood and bodies, forcing
him to solicit the help of mobster Vinnie Morris
and a certain Boston area PI named Spenser.
While the town fathers pressure him to avoid a
PR nightmare, Jesse must connect the cases
before the bodies pile up further. 'The writing is
taut, visceral, visual and wry, and the plot is
smartly slick - fans of the series will not be
disappointed by this latest edition to the Jesse
Stone canon' - Lovereading Look out for the
other novels in the Jesse Stones series
published by No Exit Press: Night Passage,
Trouble in Paradise, Death in Paradise, Stone
Cold, Sea Change, High Profile, Damned If You
Do, Robert B. Parker's Blind Spot, Robert B.
Parker's The Devil Wins, Robert B. Parker's
Debt to Pay, Robert B. Parker's The Hangman's
Sonnet, Robert B. Parker's Colorblind and
Robert B. Parker's The Bitterest Pill Finished all
the Jesse Stone mysteries? Search for the
Spenser series and the Sunny Randall series to
meet Robert B. Parker's other iconic detectives!
Robert B. Parker: The Sunny Randall
Novels 1-6 Jan 30 2020 "In some ways, Sunny
is a female Spenser. Like him, she's a former
cop, now a Boston PI, quick with a pistol and a
quip...promises to be a series for the ages."*
These six novels feature the New York Times
bestselling author's first female protagonist-Sunny Randall, "the real deal" (*Publishers
Weekly). Includes: Family Honor Perish Twice
Shrink Rap Melancholy Baby Blue Screen Spare
Change
Hundred-Dollar Baby Oct 28 2019 April Kyle,
a prostitute from Spenser's past, comes back
into his life-with deadly complications.
Stone Butch Blues Jun 16 2021 Published in
1993, this brave, original novel is considered to
be the finest account ever written of the
complexities of a transgendered existence.
Woman or man? Thats the question that rages
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like a storm around Jess Goldberg, clouding her
life and her identity. Growing up differently
gendered in a blue--collar town in the 1950s,
coming out as a butch in the bars and factories
of the prefeminist 60s, deciding to pass as a
man in order to survive when she is left without
work or a community in the early 70s. This
powerful, provocative and deeply moving novel
sees Jess coming full circle, she learns to accept
the complexities of being a transgendered
person in a world demanding simple
explanations: a he-she emerging whole,
weathering the turbulence.
Stranger In Paradise Jan 24 2022 An Apache hit
man arrives in Paradise to find a missing girl
and snuff out her mother. But his conscience is
getting the best of him. If he doesn’t make the
hit, he’ll pay for it. So might Jesse Stone, who’s
been enlisted to protect them all.
Appaloosa Jul 06 2020 When Virgil Cole and
Everett Hitch arrive in Appaloosa, they find a
town suffering at the hands of a renegade
rancher who’s already left the city marshal and
one of his deputies dead. Cole and Hitch are
used to cleaning up after scavengers, but this
one raises the stakes by playing not with the
rules—but with emotion. Watch a QuickTime
trailer for this book.
Night and Day Oct 01 2022 'One of the great
series in the history of the detective story' New
York Times Book Review There's trouble in
Paradise, Massachusetts... Jesse Stone is an ex
LA cop who has taken the job of police chief in
Paradise, Massachusetts... and things are
getting strange in Paradise. Stone is called to
the junior high school when reports of lewd
conduct by the school's principal, Betsy
Ingersoll, filter into the station. Ingersoll claims
she was protecting the propriety of her
students when she inspected each girl's
undergarments in the locker room. Jesse would
like nothing more than to see Ingersoll
punished, but her high-powered attorney
husband stands in the way. At the same time,
the women of Paradise are faced with a threat
to their sense of security with the emergence of
a tormented voyeur. Initially, he's content to
peer through windows, but as times goes on, he
becomes more reckless. It's up to Jesse to catch
him, before it's too late. 'When it comes to
detective novels, 90 per cent of us admit he's
an influence, and the rest of us lie about it'
Harlan Coben, bestselling author of Run Away
Robert B. Parker's Killing the Blues Mar 26
2022 'One of the great series in the history of
the detective story' New York Times Book
Review There's trouble in Paradise,
Massachusetts... Paradise, Massachusetts, is
gearing up for the busy summer season when a
spate of car thefts places its quiet, tourist-

friendly reputation in jeopardy. Jesse Stone
fears an automobile theft gang has set up shop
in town, and the silver-tongued, heavy-handed
police chief vows to put a stop to their activity.
But almost as soon as he starts tackling this
threat, another materializes: one of a more
personal nature. An old enemy, hell-bent on
revenge, is fresh out of prison. 'When it comes
to detective novels, 90 per cent of us admit he's
an influence, and the rest of us lie about it'
Harlan Coben, bestselling author of Run Away
Chasing the Bear Oct 09 2020 Spenser
reflects back to when he was fourteen-years-old
and how he helped his best friend Jeannie when
she was abducted by her abusive father.
Robert B. Parker's Debt to Pay Feb 22 2022
All is quiet in Paradise, except for a spate of
innocuous vandalism. Good thing, too, because
Jesse Stone is preoccupied with the women in
his life, both past and present. As his ex-wife,
Jenn, is about to marry a Dallas real-estate
tycoon, Jesse isn't too sure his relationship with
former FBI agent Diana Evans is built to last.
But those concerns get put on the back burner
when a major Boston crime boss is brutally
murdered. Despite all evidence to the contrary,
Jesse suspects it's the work of Mr. Peepers, a
psychotic assassin who has caused trouble for
Jesse in the past. Peepers has long promised
revenge against the Mob, Jesse, and Suit for
their roles in foiling one of his hits - and against
Jenn as well. And though Jesse and Jenn have
long parted ways, Jesse still feels responsible
for her safety. Jesse and Diana head to Dallas
for the wedding and, along with the tycoon's
security team, try to stop Peepers before the
bill comes due. With Peepers toying with the
authorities as to when and where he'll strike,
Jesse is up against the wall. Still, there's a debt
to pay and blood to be spilled to satisfy it. But
whose blood, and just how much? 'Farrel
Coleman's writing soars, his prose boiled to
perfection' - Promoting Crime Fiction 'Coleman,
best known for his Moe Prager series...
successfully emulates the tone and style of the
late Robert B. Parker's nine Jesse Stone novels'
- Publishers Weekly
Robert B. Parker's Colorblind Nov 09 2020
Jesse Stone is back on the job after a stint in
rehab, and the road to recovery is immediately
made bumpy by a series of disturbing and
apparently racially motivated crimes, beginning
with the murder of an African American
woman. Then Jesse's own deputy, Alisha - the
first black woman hired by the Paradise Police
Department- becomes the target of a
sophisticated frame-up. As Jesse and his team
work tirelessly to unravel the truth, he has to
wonder if this is just one part of an even
grander plot, one with an endgame more
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destructive than any of them can imagine. At
the same time, a mysterious young man named
Cole Slayton rolls into town with a chip on his
shoulder and a problem with authority namely, Jesse. Yet something about the angry
twenty something appeals to Jesse, and he
takes Cole under his wrong. But there's more to
Cole than a meets the eye, and his secrets
might change Jesse's life forever. 'One of the
greatest voices in contemporary crime fiction,
and one of the best storytellers too. Nobody
does it better' - Lee Child 'Coleman, best known
for his Moe Prager series . . . successfully
emulates the tone and style of the late Robert
B. Parker's Jesse Stone novels' - Publishers
Weekly Look out for the other novels in the
Jesse Stones series published by No Exit Press:
Night Passage, Trouble in Paradise, Death in
Paradise, Stone Cold, Sea Change, High Profile,
Damned If You Do, Robert B. Parker's Blind
Spot, Robert B. Parker's The Devil Wins, Robert
B. Parker's Debt to Pay, Robert B. Parker's The
Hangman's Sonnet, Robert B. Parker's
Colorblind and Robert B. Parker's The Bitterest
Pill Finished all the Jesse Stone mysteries?
Search for the Spenser series and the Sunny
Randall series to meet Robert B. Parker's other
iconic detectives!
Walking Shadow (A Spenser Mystery) May 16
2021 'Will captivate both longtime and soon-tobe-devoted Spenser lovers' Kirkus Reviews A
local theatre director claims he is being
followed. An actor is gunned down onstage.
There's more behind the scenes than an
overzealous critic - and private detective
Spenser intends to find out exactly what that
is... 'If you're already a Spenser fan, you'll like
this one. If you've never read Robert B. Parker,
welcome aboard. After Walking Shadow you'll
have a lot of books to catch up on' New York
Times Tougher, stronger, better educated, and
far more amusing than Sam Spade, Phil
Marlowe or Lewis Archer . . . Spenser gives the
connoisseur of that rare combination of good
detective fiction and good literature a chance to
indulge himself' Boston Globe
Robert B. Parker's Payback Aug 26 2019 In
her latest thrilling adventure, PI Sunny Randall
takes on two serpentine cases that converge
into one deadly mystery. PI Sunny Randall has
often relied on the help of her best friend Spike
in times of need. When Spike's restaurant is
taken over under a predatory loan agreement,
Sunny has a chance to return the favor. She
begins digging into the life of the hedge fund
manager who screwed Spike over - surely a guy
that smarmy has a skeleton or two in his closet
- and soon finds this new enemy may have the
backing of even badder criminals. At the same
time, Sunny's cop contact Lee Farrell asks her
to intervene with his niece, a college student
who reported being the victim of a crime but
seems to know more than she's telling police.
As the uncooperative young woman becomes
outright hostile, Sunny runs up against a wall
that she's only more determined to scale. Then,
what appear to be two disparate cases are
united by a common factor, and the picture
becomes even more muddled. But one thing is
clear: Sunny has been poking a hornet's nest
from two sides, and all hell is about to break
loose.
Night Passage Nov 02 2022 Meet Paradise
Police Chief Jesse Stone in Robert B. Parker's
New York Times bestselling series 'Nobody
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does it better than Parker' - Sunday Times After
a busted marriage kicks his drinking problems
into overdrive and the LAPD unceremoniously
dump him, 35-year-old Jesse Stone's future
looks bleak. He is shocked, however, when a
small Massachusetts town called Paradise hires
him as their police chief. Once on board he
doesn't have to look for trouble in Paradise - it
comes to him. For what is on the surface a
quiet New England community quickly proves
to be a crucible of political and moral
corruption - replete with triple homicide, tight
Boston mob ties, flamboyantly errant spouses,
maddened militiamen and a psychopath-abouttown who has fixed his violent sights on the
new lawman. He finds he must test his mettle
and powers of command to emerge a local hero
- or the deadest of dupes. 'Robert B. Parker is
one of the greats of the American hard-boiled
genre' - Guardian Look out for the other novels
in the Jesse Stones series published by No Exit
Press: Night Passage, Trouble in Paradise,
Death in Paradise, Stone Cold, Sea Change,
High Profile, Damned If You Do, Robert B.
Parker's Blind Spot, Robert B. Parker's The
Devil Wins, Robert B. Parker's Debt to Pay,
Robert B. Parker's The Hangman's Sonnet,
Robert B. Parker's Colorblind and Robert B.
Parker's The Bitterest Pill Finished all the Jesse
Stone mysteries? Search for the Spenser series
and the Sunny Randall series to meet Robert B.
Parker's other iconic detectives!
High Profile May 28 2022 'Parker packs more
meaning into a whispered "yeah" than most
writers can pack into a page' - Sunday Times
When the body of controversial talk-show host
Walton Weeks is discovered hanging from a
tree on the outskirts of Paradise, police chief
Jesse Stone finds himself at the center of a
highly public case, forcing him to deal with
small-minded local officials and national media
scrutiny. When another dead body - that of a
young woman - is discovered just a few days
later, the pressure becomes almost unbearable.
Two victims in less than a week should provide
a host of clues, but all Jesse runs into are dead
ends. But what may be the most disturbing
aspect of these murders is the fact that no one
seems to care-not a single one of Weeks's exwives, not the family of the girl. And when the
medical examiner reveals a heartbreaking link
between the two departed souls, the mystery
only deepens. Despite Weeks's reputation and
the girl's tender age, Jesse is hard-pressed to
find legitimate suspects. Though the crimes are
perhaps the most gruesome Jesse has ever
witnessed, it is the malevolence behind them
that makes them all the more frightening.
Forced to delve into a world of stormy
relationships, Jesse soon comes to realize that
knowing who he can trust is indeed a matter of
life and death. 'Robert B. Parker is one of the
greats of the American hard-boiled genre' Guardian Look out for the other novels in the
Jesse Stones series published by No Exit Press:
Night Passage, Trouble in Paradise, Death in
Paradise, Stone Cold, Sea Change, High Profile,
Damned If You Do, Robert B. Parker's Blind
Spot, Robert B. Parker's The Devil Wins, Robert
B. Parker's Debt to Pay, Robert B. Parker's The
Hangman's Sonnet, Robert B. Parker's
Colorblind and Robert B. Parker's The Bitterest
Pill Finished all the Jesse Stone mysteries?
Search for the Spenser series and the Sunny
Randall series to meet Robert B. Parker's other

iconic detectives!
Stone Cold Dec 11 2020 A tense, exciting
thriller combined with a perceptive and
harrowing portrait of life on the streets as a
serial killer preys on the young and vulnerable
homeless. 17-year-old Link is distrustful of
people until he pairs up with Deb, homeless like
him. But what Deb doesn't tell him is that she's
an ambitious young journalist on a self-imposed
assignment to track down the killer and that
she's prepared to use herself as bait ... Winner
of the Carnegie Medal
Sea Change Dec 23 2021 Police chief Jesse
Stone faces the case of his career in this
thrilling novel in the New York Times
bestselling series. When a woman's partially
decomposed body washes ashore in Paradise,
Massachusetts, police chief Jesse Stone is
forced into a case far more difficult than it
initially appears. Identifying the woman is just
the first step in what proves to be an
emotionally charged investigation. Florence
Horvath was an attractive, recently divorced
heiress from Florida; she also had a penchant
for steamy sex and was an enthusiastic
participant in a video depicting the same.
Somehow the combination of her past and
present got her killed, but no one is
talking—not the crew of the Lady Jane, the Fort
Lauderdale yacht moored in Paradise Harbor;
not her very blond, very tan twin sisters, Corliss
and Claudia; and not her curiously affectless
parents, living out a sterile retirement in a
Miami high rise. But someone—Jesse—has to
speak for the dead, even if it puts him in harm's
way.
Night Passage Sep 27 2019 Robert B. Parker
introduces readers to police chief Jesse Stone in
the first novel in the beloved mystery series—a
New York Times bestseller. After a busted
marriage kicks his drinking problem into
overdrive and the LAPD unceremoniously
dumps him, thirty-five-year-old Jesse Stone’s
future looks bleak. So he’s shocked when a
small Massachusetts town called Paradise
recruits him as police chief. He can’t help
wondering if this job is a genuine chance to
start over, the kind of offer he can’t refuse.
Once on board, Jesse doesn’t have to look for
trouble in Paradise: it comes to him. For what is
on the surface a quiet New England community
quickly proves to be a crucible of political and
moral corruption—replete with triple homicide,
tight Boston mob ties, flamboyantly errant
spouses, maddened militiamen and a
psychopath-about-town who has fixed his
violent sights on the new lawman. Against all
this, Jesse stands utterly alone, with no one to
trust—even he and the woman he’s seeing are
like ships passing in the night. He finds he must
test his mettle and powers of command to
emerge a local hero—or the deadest of dupes.
Mortal Stakes (A Spenser Mystery) May 04
2020 When it seems the star pitcher of the
Boston Red Sox baseball team is accepting
bribes to lose games, private detective Spenser
goes undercover as a baseball writer to find out
the truth. But can he uncover the person
behind this nasty trail of blackmail before his
cover is blown apart...? Praise for Robert B.
Parker: 'Nobody does it better' Publishers
Weekly 'Tougher, stronger, better educated,
and far more amusing than Sam Spade, Phil
Marlowe or Lewis Archer . . . Spenser gives the
connoisseur of that rare combination of good
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detective fiction and good literature a chance to
indulge himself' Boston Globe 'Spenser is a
constant revelation for even long-time Parker
fans' Milwaukee Sentinel 'One of the great
series in the history of the detective story' New
York Times Book Review 'Reading Parker is like
swimming downstream in a river of adrenaline'
Boston Observer 'Robert Parker is still top gun
in the tough-guy school of fiction' Playboy
'Spenser gives the tribe of hard-boiled wonders
a new vitality and complexity' Chicago SunTimes 'The sassiest, funniest, most-enjoyableto-read-about private eye around today... the
legitimate heir to the Hammett-ChandlerMacdonald tradition' Cincinnati Post 'Reading a
Spenser novel is like a family reunion - it makes
one feel good' Library Journal
Family Honor Jan 12 2021 A blazingly original
novel from the undisputed dean of American
crime fiction, featuring a sharp, tough, sexy
new P.I., Sunny Randall. Sunny Randall is a
Boston P.I. and former cop, a college graduate,
an aspiring painter, a divorcée, and the owner
of a miniature bull terrier named Rosie. Hired
by a wealthy family to locate their teenage
daughter, Sunny is tested by the parents’
preconceived notion of what a detective should
be. With the help of underworld contacts she
tracks down the runaway Millicent, who has
turned to prostitution, rescues her from a
vicious pimp, and finds herself, at thirty-four,
the unlikely custodian of a difficult teenager
when the girl refuses to return to her family.
But Millicent’s problems are rooted in much
larger crimes than running away, and Sunny,
now playing the role of bodyguard, is caught in
a shooting war with some very serious
mobsters. She turns for help to her ex-husband,
Richie, himself the son of a mob family, and to
her dearest friend, Spike, a flamboyant and
dangerous gay man. Heading this unlikely
alliance, Sunny must solve at least one murder,
resolve a criminal conspiracy that reaches to
the top of state government, and bring Millicent
back into functional young womanhood.
The Executor Jun 24 2019 Things aren't going
well for Joseph Geist. He's broke. His graduate
school advisor won't talk to him. And his
girlfriend has kicked him out of her apartment,
leaving him homeless and alone. It's a tough
spot for a philosopher to be in, and he's ready
to give up all hope of happiness when an ad in
the local paper catches his eye.
'Conversationalist wanted', it reads. Which
sounds perfect to Joseph. After all, he's never
done anything in his life except talk. And the
woman behind the ad turns out to be the
perfect employer: brilliant, generous, and
willing to pay him for making conversation.
Before long, Joseph has moved in with her, and
has begun to feel very comfortable in her big,
beautiful house. So comfortable, in fact, that he
would do anything to stay there-forever.
Blue Screen Jul 26 2019 Hired to protect a
spoiled C-movie actress, Boston private
investigator Sunny Randall teams up with chief
of police Jesse Stone when the actress's sister
is murdered, a partnership that reveals seedy
complications behind the actress's producer
boyfriend's lifestyle. By the author of
Melancholy Baby. 250,000 first printing.
Death in Paradise Aug 19 2021 “[Parker's
found] the pitch-perfect voice for a guy who is
straining every muscle to cut down on the
booze, hang on to his new job as police chief,
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and not get rattled by the body of a teenage
girl”(The New York Times) in this bestselling
mystery in the Jesse Stone series. Robert B.
Parker takes readers back in Paradise, where
Detective Jesse Stone is looking for two things:
the killer of a teenage girl—and someone,
anyone, who is willing to claim the body... The
local cops haven't seen anything like this, but
Jesse's L.A. past has made him all too familiar
with floaters. This girl hadn't committed
suicide; she hadn't been drowned: she'd been
shot and dumped, discarded like trash. Before
long it becomes clear that she had a taste for
the wild life; and her own parents can't be
bothered to report her missing, or even admit
that she once was a child of theirs. All Jesse has
to go on is a young man's school ring on a gold
chain, and a hunch or two. Filled with magnetic
characters and the muscular writing that are
Parker's trademarks, Death in Paradise is a
storytelling masterpiece.
Robert B. Parker's The Devil Wins Jul 18 2021
In the wake of a huge storm, three bodies are
discovered in the rubble of an abandoned
factory building in an industrial part of
Paradise known as The Swap. One body, a
man's, wrapped in a blue tarp, is only hours old.
But found within feet of that body are the
skeletal remains of two teenage girls who had
gone missing during a Fourth of July
celebration twenty-five years earlier. Not only
does that crime predate Jesse Stone's arrival in
Paradise, but the dead girls were close friends
of Jesse's right hand, Officer Molly Crane. And
things become even more complicated when
one of the dead girls' mothers returns to
Paradise to bury her daughter and is promptly
murdered. It's up to Police Chief Jesse Stone to
pull away the veil of the past to see how all the
murders are connected. 'Robert B. Parker is
one of the greats of the American hard-boiled
genre' - Guardian Look out for the other novels
in the Jesse Stones series published by No Exit
Press: Night Passage, Trouble in Paradise,
Death in Paradise, Stone Cold, Sea Change,
High Profile, Damned If You Do, Robert B.
Parker's Blind Spot, Robert B. Parker's The
Devil Wins, Robert B. Parker's Debt to Pay,
Robert B. Parker's The Hangman's Sonnet,
Robert B. Parker's Colorblind and Robert B.
Parker's The Bitterest Pill Finished all the Jesse
Stone mysteries? Search for the Spenser series
and the Sunny Randall series to meet Robert B.
Parker's other iconic detectives!
The Godwulf Manuscript Dec 31 2019 New
York Times bestselling author of the Spenser
series of crime thrillers—Book 1 in the series
“The toughest, funniest, wisest, private eye in
the field these days.”—Houston Chronicle
Spenser earned his degree in the school of hard
knocks, so he is ready when a Boston university
hires him to recover a rare, stolen manuscript.
He is hardly surpised that his only clue is a
radical student with four bullets in his chest.
The cops are ready to throw the book at the
pretty blond coed whose prints are all over the
murder weapon but Spenser knows there are
no easy answers. He tackles some very heavy
homework and knows that if he doesn't finish
his assignment soon, he could end up marked
“D”—for dead.
Stone Cold Jul 30 2022 Tony and Brianna
Lincoln just moved into Paradise, but friendly
they aren't. In fact, these urbane thrill killers
are knocking off the neighbors one by one, and

Jesse Stone is next.
Robert B Parker's Blind Spot Nov 21 2021 Meet
Robert B. Parker's iconic Police Chief Jesse
Stone It's been a long time since Jesse Stone
left LA, and still longer since the tragic injury
that ruined his chances for a major league
baseball career. When Jesse is invited to a
reunion of his old Triple-A team at a hip New
York city hotel, he is forced to grapple with his
memories and regrets over what might have
been. Jesse left more behind him than
unresolved feelings about the play that ended
his baseball career. The darkly sensuous Kayla,
his former girlfriend and current wife of an old
teammate is there in New York, too. As is
Kayla's friend, Dee, an otherworldly beauty
with secret regrets of her own. But Jesse's time
at the reunion is cut short when, in Paradise, a
young woman is found murdered and her
boyfriend, a son of one of the town's most
prominent families, is missing and presumed
kidnapped. Though seemingly coincidental,
there is a connection between the reunion and
the crimes back in Paradise. As Jesse, Molly,
and Suit hunt for the killer and for the missing
son, it becomes clear that one of Jesse's old
teammates is intimately involved in the crimes.
That there are deadly forces working below the
surface and just beyond the edge of their vision.
Sometimes, that's where the danger comes
from, and where real evil lurks. Not out in the
light - but in your blind spot. 'Robert B. Parker
is one of the greats of the American hard-boiled
genre' - Guardian Look out for the other novels
in the Jesse Stones series published by No Exit
Press: Night Passage, Trouble in Paradise,
Death in Paradise, Stone Cold, Sea Change,
High Profile, Damned If You Do, Robert B.
Parker's Blind Spot, Robert B. Parker's The
Devil Wins, Robert B. Parker's Debt to Pay,
Robert B. Parker's The Hangman's Sonnet,
Robert B. Parker's Colorblind and Robert B.
Parker's The Bitterest Pill Finished all the Jesse
Stone mysteries? Search for the Spenser series
and the Sunny Randall series to meet Robert B.
Parker's other iconic detectives!
Robert B Parker's Damned if You Do Jun 04
2020 'Nobody does it better than Parker' Sunday Times The woman on the bed was
barely out of her teens. She wasn't exactly
beautiful, but she'd tried to make the most of
her looks. Now, defiled and alone in a seedy
beachfront motel, she was dead. And Paradise
Police Chief Jesse Stone doesn't know her
name. Whoever she is, she didn't deserve to
die. State police captain Healy's resources turn
up nothing helpful, and Gino Fish, who knows
his way around dark places, is characteristically
uncooperative. Unwilling to take no for an
answer, Jesse continues digging his own way,
only to find himself caught in the crosshairs of
a bitter turf war between two ruthless pimps,
Thomas Walker and Fat Boy Nelly, and a
beautiful woman to whom they both lay claim.
Jesse tries for a diplomatic solution, but more
blood will be spilt before it's over. 'Robert B.
Parker is one of the greats of the American
hard-boiled genre' - Guardian Look out for the
other novels in the Jesse Stones series
published by No Exit Press: Night Passage,
Trouble in Paradise, Death in Paradise, Stone
Cold, Sea Change, High Profile, Damned If You
Do, Robert B. Parker's Blind Spot, Robert B.
Parker's The Devil Wins, Robert B. Parker's
Debt to Pay, Robert B. Parker's The Hangman's
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Sonnet, Robert B. Parker's Colorblind and
Robert B. Parker's The Bitterest Pill Finished all
the Jesse Stone mysteries? Search for the
Spenser series and the Sunny Randall series to
meet Robert B. Parker's other iconic detectives!
High Profile Mar 14 2021 The murder of a
notorious public figure places police chief Jesse
Stone in the harsh glare of the media spotlight
in this New York Times bestseller. When the
body of controversial talk-show host Walton
Weeks is discovered hanging from a tree on the
outskirts of Paradise, Massachusetts, police
chief Jesse Stone finds himself at the center of
a highly public case, forcing him to deal with
small-minded local officials and national media
scrutiny. When another dead body-that of a
young woman-is discovered just a few days
later, the pressure becomes almost unbearable.
Two victims in less than a week should provide
a host of clues, but all Jesse runs into are dead
ends. But what may be the most disturbing
aspect of these murders is the fact that no one
seems to care-not a single one of Weeks's exwives, not the family of the girl. And when the
medical examiner reveals a heartbreaking link
between the two departed souls, the mystery
only deepens. Despite Weeks's reputation and
the girl's tender age, Jesse is hard-pressed to
find legitimate suspects. Though the crimes are
perhaps the most gruesome Jesse has ever
witnessed, it is the malevolence behind them
that makes them all the more frightening.
Forced to delve into a world of stormy
relationships, Jesse soon comes to realize that
knowing whom he can trust is indeed a matter
of life and death.
Split Image Apr 14 2021 'One of the great
series in the history of the detective story' New
York Times Book Review There's trouble in
Paradise, Massachusetts... Police chief Jesse
Stone is investigating two supposedly retired
gangsters. But when one of them is found with
a bullet in his skull, it is the wives who seem
suspect. Meanwhile, the Markham family
enlists Sunny Randall's help in rescuing their
eighteen-year-old daughter from a religious
cult. Are they just over-protective, or is there
something sinister lurking beneath the desire to
connect to the spirit? Jesse and Sunny are soon
to discover that there is a fine line between
virtue and vice. 'When it comes to detective
novels, 90 per cent of us admit he's an
influence, and the rest of us lie about it' Harlan
Coben, bestselling author of Run Away
Wrestlecrap Sep 07 2020 WrestleCrap: The
Very Worst of Professional Wrestling examines
some of the ridiculously horrible characters and
storylines that pro wrestling promoters have
subjected their fans to over the past twenty
years. Why would any sane person think that
having two grown men fight over a turkey was
actually a reasonable idea' Was George Ringo,
the Wrestling Beatle, really the best gimmick
that a major promotional organization could
come up with' And who would charge fans to
watch a wrestler named the Gobbeldy Gooker
emerge from an egg' In an attempt to answer
such questions and figure out just what the
promoters were thinking, authors Randy Baer
and R.D. Reynolds go beyond what wrestling
fans saw on the screen and delve into the
mindset of those in the production booth. In
some instances, the motivations driving the
spectacle prove even more laughable than what
was actually seen in the ring. Covering such
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entertainment catastrophes as an evil one-eyed
midget and a wrestler from the mystical land of
Oz, not to mention the utterly comprehensible
Turkey-on-a-Pole match (a gimmick which AWA
fans might recall), WrestleCrap is hysterically
merciless in its evaluation of such organizations
as the WCW and the WWF. This retrospective
look at the wrestling world's misguided
attempts to attract viewers will leave wrestling
fans and critics alike in stitches.
Robert B. Parker's Fool's Paradise Sep 19 2021
When an unknown man is found murdered in
Paradise, Jesse Stone will have his hands full
finding out who he was - and what he was
seeking. When a body is discovered at the lake
in Paradise, Police Chief Jesse Stone is
surprised to find he recognizes the murder
victim - the man had been at the same AA
meeting as Jesse the evening before. But
otherwise, Jesse has no clue as to the man's
identity. He isn't a local, nor does he have ID on
him, nor does any neighboring state have a
reported missing person matching the man's
description. Their single lead is from a taxi
company that recalls dropping off the
mysterious stranger outside the gate at the
mansion of one of the wealthiest families in
town...Meanwhile, after Jesse survives a hail of
gunfire on his home, he wonders if it could be
related to the mysterious murder. When both
Molly Crane and Suitcase Simpson also become
targets, it's clear someone has an ax to grind
against the entire Paradise Police Department.
'Lupica, an award-winning sports columnist,
author of 40 books, and longtime friend of the
late Parker, nails the Sunny Randall character
and the Boston criminal milieu that Parker
created' - Booklist 'Parker can spin a tale with
the best of them - most of the time, he is the
best of them' - New York Times Look out for the
rest of the Sunny Randall mysteries: Family
Honour, Perish Twice, Shrink Rap, Melancholy
Baby, Blue Screen and Spare Change, plus two
brand new additions to the series by Mike
Lupica, Robert B. Parker's Blood Feud and
Robert B. Parker's Grudge Match Finished all
the Sunny Randall mysteries? Search for the
Spenser series and the Jesse Stone series to
meet Robert B. Parker's other iconic detectives!
Stone Of Fire Apr 02 2020 When fire falls from
the heavens... will the whole world burn? Dr.
Morgan Sierra, an Oxford University
psychologist with a deadly past, doesn’t know
the answer to that question — and doesn’t care.
All she knows is that her sister and niece have
been abducted, held hostage for the stone
pendants that Morgan and her sister wear: two
of twelve relics once owned by the original
Apostles. Forged in fire and wind, drowned in
the blood of martyrs, the twelve Pentecost
stones have been kept secret for two thousand
years. But now the Keepers of the stones are
being murdered, and the relics stolen by
Thanatos, a shadowy group dedicated to
remaking the world into a living Hell. The
authorities are clueless; the world lies helpless.
And Thanatos grows more powerful with each
stone they take. Enter Jake Timber — agent of
ARKANE, the British agency tasked with
investigating the supernatural. Jake knows
some of the secrets Morgan needs to save her
family, but can’t stop Thanatos without her
help. Only together can they stop Thanatos
before the stones are captured, before
Morgan’s family is murdered, and before the

world is changed forever. From flooded ruins in
Italy, to religious sites in Israel, to the far
reaches of Iran and Tunisia, Morgan and Jake
must race across the world to find the stones
before Thanatos gathers the relics and uses
their power to turn Earth into a living Hell. But
every step they take brings Morgan and Jake
closer to the end. To the knife edge between
salvation and madness. To the moment when
Morgan will have to decide whether she will
save her family... or save the world. Time is
running out. Thanatos draws near. And the day
of Pentecost is at hand. Stone of Fire is the first
book in the ARKANE series by New York Times
and USA Today bestselling author J.F. Penn.
Tap the link, grab your copy, and find the
ARKANE in an adventure two thousand years in
the making...
The New Penguin Book of English Folk
Songs Nov 29 2019 One of the Spectator's
Books of the Year 2012 'Farewell and adieu to
you fair Spanish ladiesFarewell and adieu to
you ladies of SpainFor we've received orders
for to sail for old EnglandBut we hope in a short
while to see you again'One of the great English
popular art forms, the folk song can be painful,
satirical, erotic, dramatic, rueful or funny. They
have thrived when sung on a whim to a handful
of friends in a pub; they have bewitched
generations of English composers who have set
them for everything from solo violin to full
orchestra; they are sung in concerts, festivals,
weddings, funerals and with nobody to hear but
the singer.This magical new collection brings
together all the classic folk songs as well as
many lesser-known discoveries, complete with
music and annotations on their original sources
and meaning. Published in cooperation with the
English Folk Dance and Song Society, it is a
worthy successor to Ralph Vaughan Williams
and A.L.Lloyd's original Penguin Book of
English Folk Songs.'Her keen eye did glitter
like the bright stars by nightThe robe she was
wearing was costly and whiteHer bare neck
was shaded with her long raven hairAnd they
called her pretty Susan, the pride of Kildare'In
association with EFDSS, the English Folk
Dance and Song Society
Robert B. Parker's The Bitterest Pill Oct 21
2021 The opioid epidemic has reached
Paradise, and Police Chief Jesse Stone must
rush to stop the devastation in the latest thriller
in Robert B. Parker's New York Timesbestselling series. When a popular high school
cheerleader dies of a suspected heroin
overdose, it becomes clear that the opioid
epidemic has spread even to the idyllic town of
Paradise. It will be up to police chief Jesse
Stone to unravel the supply chain and unmask
the criminals behind it, and the investigation
has a clear epicenter: Paradise High School.
Home of the town's best and brightest future
leaders and its most vulnerable down-and-out
teens, it's a rich and bottomless market for
dealers out of Boston looking to expand into the
suburbs. But when it comes to drugs, the very
people Jesse is trying to protect are often those
with the most to lose. As he digs deeper into
the case, he finds himself battling selfinterested administrators, reluctant teachers,
distrustful schoolkids, and overprotective
parents . . . and at the end of the line are the
true bad guys, the ones with a lucrative
business they'd kill to protect. Praise for the
Jesse Stone series 'Exceptional... Coleman stays
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faithful to the spirit of Parker's characters
without sticking to the status quo' - Publishers
Weekly 'The sixth novel by Coleman in the Jesse
Stone series, based on characters created by
Robert B. Parker, may be his best' - Booklist
Robert B Parker: The Jesse Stone Novels
1-5 Aug 31 2022 "The new series by the creator
of the hugely successful Spenser books has a
great deal going for it: an empathetic, painfully
flawed protagonist; an atmospheric small-town
setting rife with corruption; and a whole new
set of fascinating secondary characters"
(Booklist). Don't miss the first five novels
featuring Jesse Stone, police chief of Paradise,
Massachusetts, by New York Times bestselling
author Robert B. Parker. Includes: Night
Passage Trouble in Paradise Death in Paradise
Stone Cold Sea Change
Stone Fox Feb 10 2021 John Reynolds
Gardiner's classic action-packed adventure
story about a thrilling dogsled race has
captivated readers for more than thirty years.
Based on a Rocky Mountain legend, Stone Fox
tells the story of Little Willy, who lives with his
grandfather in Wyoming. When Grandfather
falls ill, he is no longer able to work the farm,
which is in danger of foreclosure. Little Willy is
determined to win the National Dogsled
Race—the prize money would save the farm and
his grandfather. But he isn't the only one who
desperately wants to win. Willy and his brave
dog Searchlight must face off against
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experienced racers, including a Native
American man named Stone Fox, who has never
lost a race. Exciting and heartwarming, this
novel has sold millions of copies and was
named a New York Times Outstanding
Children's Book.
Robert B. Parker's Fool Me Twice Apr 26 2022
Hollywood has come to Paradise,
Massachusetts. And Police Chief Jesse Stone
has been distracted from his duty by a beautiful
young producer. But before Jesse can get too
cozy, the leading star of the movie approaches
him for help. Her ex is terrorizing her, and she
is frightened for her life. As if he's not got
enough to be dealing with, Jesse's also juggling
an ongoing investigation. Not one to give up a
fight, Jesse throws himself into it with his
characteristic bullish vigour. But he quickly
realizes that those that seem to present the
least danger will prove to be the deadliest.
When it comes to detective novels, 90 per cent
of us admit he's an influence, and the rest of us
lie about it HARLAN COBEN
Trouble in Paradise Jun 28 2022 Jesse Stone
returns in this New York Times bestselling
novel of death and deception from Robert B.
Parker. Stiles Island is a wealthy and exclusive
enclave separated by a bridge from the
Massachusetts coast town of Paradise. James
Macklin sees the Island as the ultimate
investment opportunity: all he needs to do is
invade it, blow the bridge, and loot the island.

To realize his scheme, Macklin, along with his
devoted girlfriend, Faye, assembles a crew of
fellow ex-cons—all experts in their
fields—including Wilson Cromartie, a fearsome
Apache. James Macklin is a bad man, a very bad
man. And Wilson Cromartie, known as Crow, is
even worse. As Macklin plans his crime,
Paradise police chief Jesse Stone has his hands
full. He faces romantic entanglements in
triplicate: his ex-wife, Jenn, is in the Paradise
jail for assault, he’s begun a new relationship
with a Stiles Island realtor named Marcy
Campbell, and he’s still sorting out his feelings
for attorney Abby Taylor. When Macklin’s
attack on Stiles Island is set in motion, both
Marcy and Abby are put in jeopardy. As the
casualties mount, it’s up to Jesse to keep both
women from harm.
Moneyball: The Art of Winning an Unfair
Game Mar 02 2020 "This delightfully written,
lesson-laden book deserves a place of its own in
the Baseball Hall of Fame." —Forbes Moneyball
is a quest for the secret of success in baseball.
In a narrative full of fabulous characters and
brilliant excursions into the unexpected,
Michael Lewis follows the low-budget Oakland
A's, visionary general manager Billy Beane, and
the strange brotherhood of amateur baseball
theorists. They are all in search of new baseball
knowledge—insights that will give the little guy
who is willing to discard old wisdom the edge
over big money.
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